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Modelling Separation Characteristics 
in Combine Cleaning Shoes
Grain separation by combine sie-
ves can be described with different
model functions. Adjusting the mo-
del functions to experimentally gai-
ned data on the residual grain flow
and separation rate is done using
various model function parame-
ters. This paper presents a method,
where such a model function is sim-
plified and defined by clear para-
meters.
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Fig. 1: Approximation of grain separation equati-
ons to the experimental data by Zhao [4]
Through the further expanding threshing
performance of combine harvesters, lar-

ger demands are placed on threshing and se-
paration units. The performance of the sieve
is especially important due to limited instal-
lation space. Mathematical separation mo-
dels that can deliver transferable results offer
an economical and expeditious possibility to
optimise these processes.

Mathematical Model 

According to Kutzbach [1], various approxi-
mation functions can serve as a basis for 
modelling the separation behaviour of a
grain-chaff mixture on a sieve. Böttinger [2]
developed a method that combines two e-
functions. Through this combination, the se-
gregation process of the grain-chaff mixture
and the separation process of the segregated
grain on the sieve can be well depicted. The
most general form of the equations for the
un-separated grain R, based on mass, and the
separation rate d, dependent on the sieve
length l, are according to Böttinger [2]: 

(1)

(2)

The forms of these curves are thereby cha-
racterised by the parameters A, B, and D.
Since these parameters are dependent on one
another, the alteration of a parameter can be
almost completely compensated by altering
the others without changing the shape of the
curve. This is particularly true for the para-
meters A and B. As the equations are adjus-
ted to the data, it becomes apparent that the-
se parameters often become very similar.
The result of this distinction is to consider
how A approaches B. Solving for this limit in
the form lim(0/0) yields the following relati-
onships for RK and dK:

(3)

(4)
RK in eq.(3) is the amount of grain remaining
on the sieve at position l, and δK in eq.(4) is
the separated portion of total grain per meter
at point l. In various test stands, the grain is
collected  in containers under the sieve. To
determine the amount of separated grain per
container resulting from δK, it must be mul-
tiplied with the container`s length (0.156 m
for the Hohenheim cleaning test stand). The
following figures show the amount of grain
per container. Equations (2) and (4) are ba-
sed on the rate of separation per meter. By
adjusting equations (3) and (4) to the trial re-
sults of Zhao [4], it becomes clear that a high
level of congruence can be obtained (Fig. 1).
The coefficient of correlation is r2>0,98.
Consequently, Böttinger`s equations [2] can
be reduced by one parameter without any
notable congruence-based quality loss. 

A further step in improving the classifica-
tion and, as a result, the prognosis of the se-
paration rate and of the un-separated grain
function is the characterisation of the graphs
through distinguishing points. This negates
relying on unclear parameters. For these cur-
ves the maximum separation rate can be used
as such a distinguishing point. The x-coordi-
nate represents the point of maximal separa-
tion lHP on the sieve. The y-coordinate gives
the level of this maximum δK(lHP) and, hence,
the slope of the un-separated grain function
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at this point lHP. 
This maximum (highest point HP) has the

following coordinates:

(5)

(6)

Equations (3) and (4) are explicitly defined
by the specification of these coordinates 
since a solvable system of equations is for-
med containing two equations and two va-
riables. Conversely, parameters A and D can
only be determined iteratively from lHP und
δK(lHP) because solving the system of equa-
tions for A and D is not possible. 

For simplification, lHP can be used in
eq.(6) and thereby solve for δK as a function
of lHP and D. Since lHP is the numerator, for a
constant value of D a hyperbola is given in
the following form

(7)

with

(8)

on which all of the local maxima for the va-
rious values of A lie. Though the converse
function cannot be determined; however,
there are other approaches which distinctly
show D as a function of k. Iterative methods
are indeed more appropriate. After D is de-
termined, A is calculated by converting eq.
(5).
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Correspondingly, any separation function
can be defined by the position of the local
maximum of the separation rate. In figure 2,
the hyperbolas for the values of D from -0.25
to 2 are given, as well as the curves for the
constant values of A. It can be seen how the
position of the local maximum influences
the parameters. This relationship for the va-
rious curves from fig. 1 is shown in table 1. 

It can be assumed to use the hyperbola to
characterise the material properties and the
sieve or wind adjustments. Thus, the positi-
on of the local maximum will denote the
throughput. 

With this depiction, the question remains
as to how the curve would look if grain and
chaff are completely segregated before
reaching the sieve. The separation then
should follow the graph of a simple e-func-
tion. A crossover to a function like this is not
possible using the above-named approach.
Under practical conditions, the complete se-
gregation of material before the sieve is rea-
ched is unrealistic; therefore, approximating
the data for this marginal situation can be ig-
nored. An e-function can be very closely ap-
proximated by only slightly shifting the se-
paration maximum into the positive range. A
statement on the exact position of this maxi-
mum is not possible anyway since its positi-
on within the first container cannot be loca-
lized exactly anyway. Thus, the e-function
can also be satisfactorily approximated
using eq.(3). These approximations are 
shown in figure 3 for various values of λ.

Conclusion

Separation curves require one parameter less
and are more easily characterised than pre-
vious approximations by the use of the me-
thods presented in this article. Assuming that
values for A and B in eq.(1) and (2) differ on-
ly minimally, even if values for these para-
meters strongly differ and one parameter is a
multiple of the other, an as good approxima-
tion can be achieved as with the original
equation from Böttinger [2]. In order to esti-
mate the shape of the curve by means of 
sieve and material properties, the exact rela-
tionship between the established specific va-
lues and the separation behaviour needs to be
validated in future trials. The coordinates of
the separation maximum are transferable to
other models using similar calculations. The
results from differing test stands using vary-
ing evaluation methods are, consequently,
directly comparable with one another.
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Through- Parameter Characteristics
put A D lHP δK(lHP)
[kg/s•m] [m] [%/box]
1,0 21,92 0,50 0,20 54,11
2,0 14,60 0,44 0,24 42,98
3,0 7,87 0,28 0,28 31,04
4,0 5,81 0,28 0,36 24,54
5,0 5,39 0,34 0,42 22,44
5.5 5.70 0.42 0.45 22.60

Table 1: Parameters A and D as well as the co-
ordinates of the local maximum different
throughputs. Data measured by Zhao [4].
Fig. 3: Approximation of
equation (3) to the

e-function for different
λ-values.
Fig. 2: Position of local
maxima of the separati-
on curves for given
parameters A und D
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